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DEVELOPMENT OP A TAX EQUALIZATION PLAN 

Report by the Director-General 

1. The Director-General reported to the Executive Board at its seventeenth and 
1 

twenty-third sessions that the United Nations had adopted a plan for tax equalization. 
The Board requested the Director-General to keep the Board informed of further 
developments and the introducation of such a plan in WHO at the appropriate time. 
2. The Director-General has been studying the application of a taje equalization 
plan in WHO. He is now in a position to inform the Board that he intends to present 
to the Board at its forty-first session a tax equalization plan with a recommendation 
that the plan be implemented beginning with the financial year 1969. 

_ _ • . • , • . . . . •� .. . Full details ôf the proposals of the Director-General will be presented to the 
Board at its forty-first session; meanwhile, the following brief outline of the 
proposals may be useful to the Members of the Board. 

3.1 The plan would have the same effect as that adopted by the General Assembly 
of the United Nations, while it would be simpler in its application, thereby-
restricting to a minimum the additional administrative work. It would provide that 
the revenue from staff assessment would be credited to a tax equalization fund, each 
Member receiving a credit in the fund in accordance with the scale of assessments. 
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3-2 The amount now included for tax reimbursement in the annual programme and budget 
estimates could be used for programme purposes. The amounts reimbursed to staff 
for taxes paid by them to those governments which levy taxes on WHO earnings would 
be charged to the tax equalization fund. The credits in the tax equalization fund 
of those Members who levy taxes on the WHO earnings of their nationals would be 
reduced by an amount estimated to be required to reimburse such staff members for 
the taxes paid to their governments (an adjustment would be made in the following 
year to take account of the actual reimbursement paid to the nationals of such 
Members). The amounts then standing to the credit of Members in the tax equalization 
fund would be used to reduce the annual contribution of each Member• 

4. The Board may wish to consider the adoption of a resolution along the following 
lines: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered a report by the Director-General on the development of a 
tax equalization plan; 

NOTES that the Director-General will submit to the forty-first session of 
the Executive Board a plan to introduce tax equalization beginning with the 
financial year I969. 


